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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Chinese is a language rich in the use of classifiers. Classifiers have their own 

syntactic and semantic properties. The Chinese classifier system belongs to the 

numeral classifier system because these classifiers are unbound morphemes and 

syntactically obligatorily accompanied by numerals when the counting of the noun is 

to be carried out (Alexandra 2000), and classifiers have lexical meanings in that 

classifier selection is based on certain intrinsic properties of the noun referent (Allan 

1977). Consider the following tree structure (Tang 1990): 

  
DP 

 
 Spec  D’ 
 
   D     KP 
 
   Spec Cl’ 
 
    CL    NP 
 
     Num   Cl 
 

In Tang’s account, there are a DP projection and a KP projection with three 
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conditions 1 : (1) the fixed order of Mandarin nominal phrases (i.e., 

demonstrative+numeral+classifier+noun), (2) the obligatory co-occurrence of 

numerals and classifiers, and (3) the semantic selection of classifiers. Example (1) 

illustrates the structure: 

(1)  那   兩   位    老師 

 na4   liang3   wei4   lao3-shi1 

 those  two   (C-human) teacher 

 “Those two teachers”  

Following Tang’s proposal, we can find that numerals and classifiers are bound and 

base-generated under one function head to signal their unique syntactic status. Thus, 

classifiers are one of the most distinctive elements which distinguish Chinese from 

non-classifier languages, e.g., English. 

 Previous studies have provided very different inventories of Mandarin 

classifiers2. The central dispute arises from the definition of the ‘classifier’. Generally, 

Mandarin classifiers can be subdivided into two categories: sortal classifiers and 

mensural classifiers (Chao 1968, Allan 1977, Loke 1982). The former are employed 

to syntactically and semantically categorize objects with reference to their internal 

properties while the latter are used to measure the quantity of objects (Liang 2006). 

However, both of them occupy the same slot in the nominal phrase, which makes the 
                                                
1 See Tang (1990) for more details of the derivation of the syntactic tree. We will not focus on the 
syntactic debate in the present study.  
2 The number of Mandarin classifiers has been given as six hundred (Hu 1993), four hundred and 
twenty-seven (Huang and Ahrens 2003), two hundred (Hung 1996), and several dozen (Erbaugh 1986). 
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distinction more complicated. Consider the following examples (Liang 2006): 

(2) Sortal classifier 

 一 隻   貓 

 yi4 zhi1   mao1 

 one (C-animacy) cat 

 “one cat” 

(3) Mensural classifier 

 一 箱  肉 

 yi4 xiang1  rou4 

 one box     meat 

 “one box of meat” 

In the present study, the syntactic slot where sortal classifiers (C) and mensural 

classifiers (M) lie is called CM3. Thus, the basic structure of the nominal phrase in 

Mandarin Chinese can be defined as follows: 

 

[DPD + [KP Num + CM] + NP] 

 

In short, Mandarin classifiers serve as a linguistic tool to categorize entities on the 

basis of both their syntactic and semantic characteristics.  

 

1.1 Motivation and Purpose 

                                                
3 In this study, sortal classifiers (C) can be expressed as classifiers and mensural classifiers (M) can be 
described as measure words. 
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Previous findings about Mandarin classifiers from 1956 to the 1980s have 

centered on the distinction of certain small groups of similar classifiers in Mandarin in 

order to give a definition to the concept of a classifier and to determine the syntactic 

status of classifiers. Since then, research on Mandarin classifiers has extended to 

different fields and has been discussed from different perspectives (He 2000). 

Although many studies of the classifier system in Mandarin Chinese have been 

conducted, little research is available in the literature on the holistic analysis of 

classifiers with a strong grammatical foundation or on the method by which a 

classifier may be selected. Thus, one of the goals of this study is to examine whether 

there is a clear-cut distinction between sortal classifiers (C) and mensural classifiers 

(M) within the same syntactic slot. In addition, a problem easily encountered in 

describing Mandarin classifiers is the overlap of a noun between Cs and Ms, 

especially from the semantic viewpoint. In other words, whether there is a distinctive 

line between Cs and Ms has a strong relation to their grammatical status.  

Next, the motivation which affects the choices of the different Cs of a noun is 

another important issue that deserves our attention. In this study, in addition to the 

description of the properties of Mandarin classifiers a competition of two or more 

candidate classifiers of one noun will be presented to look into the syntactic and 

semantic features of the noun and to search for grammatical foundations to give a 
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unified and consistent explanation of the classifier system in Taiwan Mandarin. 

Finally, the most essential focus of this study is to find out the semantic frames of 

nouns, or N-frames, couched within Mandarin classifiers, instead of sporadic and 

retail analysis of certain groups of classifiers. The notion of the N-frame, to be 

understood in the sense of Fillmore (1982), refers to the holistic operation of nominal 

forms in a specific language4. By establishing the N-frame of Taiwan Mandarin 

classifiers, we can see how under seemingly inconsistent and ungoverned phenomena, 

it is possible to give an integrated analysis to the classifier system in Taiwan 

Mandarin.  

1.2 Conventions of the Data 

 A notable feature of this thesis is the source of its data. Unlike most of the 

previous studies on Mandarin classifiers, this study focuses on Taiwan Mandarin. 

Given the wide distribution of Mandarin in China and in the world, the language now 

comes in a great many varieties. To foster a greater accountability and reliability of 

the data employed and thus to minimize controversy over grammaticality issues, a 

single dialect is selected for the study in this present research. Taiwan Mandarin 

refers to the variety of Mandarin most widely used by the population in Taiwan (cf., 

Cheng 1983, Hsu 2006, Her in press). Many of the examples used in this study thus 

                                                
4 The discussion of the N-frame will be presented in Sections 3.2.1 and 4.2.3.2. 
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come from《國語日報量詞典》“Mandarin Daily News Dictionary of Measure 

Words”and《實用量詞詞典》“A Practical Dictionary of Measure Words”, the two 

most important and comprehensive classifier dictionaries published in Taiwan.5 The 

tone system is expressed as none for neutral tone, 1 for the high level tone, 2 for the 

high rising tone, 3 for the falling rising tone, and 4 for the high falling tone.  

1.3 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized in the following way. Both syntactic and semantic tests to 

separate classifiers from measure words will be reviewed in Chapter 2. Next, Chapter 

3 presents the theoretical frameworks used in the study. The notion of categorization 

will be introduced in Section 3.1. Next, the concept of the frame as outlined by 

Fillmore (1982) and the profiling and base system as outlined by Langacker (1987) 

will be reviewed in Section 3.2 to offer the main framework used to analyze the data. 

Hu’s proposal (1993) is also presented in Section 3.3. The data analysis will be 

discussed in Chapter 4 with an outline of the grammatical foundations to distinguish 

classifiers from measure words in Section 4.1, the ranking of competing classifiers of 

a noun in Section 4.2, and the profiling system in the N-frame in Taiwan Mandarin in 

Section 4.3. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the study by summarizing the thesis and 

pointing out the implications for future study. 

                                                
5 The data in《國語日報量詞典》is exclusively from corpus materials published within Taiwan. 


